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Abstract
Alexios I Komnenos belongs to the most important emperors of the Byzantine history. Yet, in
many respects, this period still remains an underdeveloped field of study. This paper attempts
to review one of the aspects of his reign, namely his capabilities as a military commander since
he owed much of his success in restoring the fortunes of Byzantium to his strong military background. In order to succeed in the final evaluation, most of the relevant military events during
Alexios Komnenos’ life and career in which he took personal part will be briefly reviewed and
taken into consideration. Particular cases where Alexios Komnenos was allegedly responsible
for a serious military defeat will be discussed in more detail (e.g. battle of Dyrrachion in 1081
and battle of Dristra in 1087) in order to assess whether it was solely Alexios Komnenos’ responsibility, or whether the causes of defeat were not result of his faulty decision-making as a
military commander.
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Introduction
The Byzantine emperor Alexios I Komnenos (1081–1118) is a very well-known character of the Byzantine history. At the same time, he is famous as the emperor who sat on
the throne of Byzantium when the crusaders of the first crusade headed east to liberate Jerusalem. As such, Alexios Komnenos is quite familiar not just to researchers of
the Byzantine history but also to scholars dedicated to the history of the Latin West.
Paradoxically, it seems that the crucial importance of his personal input to the general
history of both Byzantium and Western Europe has been unrecognized judging by the
relatively little volume of scholarly work concerning his person, although this attitude
started to change slowly since the 1970s and 1980s.1 There are still important lacunae though, which seem to be very illogical, given the fact that his reign is considered
unanimously as one of the turning points of the Byzantine history.2 It is also evident
that Alexios Komnenos achieved much of his renewal of the fortunes of Byzantium
thanks to his military background and skills3, and yet there is practically not a single
article or a monograph (apart from a few scattered general remarks and two more
complex evaluations by G. Buckler4 and J. Birkenmeier5) dedicated solely to Alexios
Komnenos’ military capabilities. Also the complex description and analysis of most of
the battles (with the notable exception of the battle of Dyrrachion)6 Alexios Komnenos
fought during his long reign is still missing. The present article represents the ambition of slightly altering this state.
Because of the limited space at my disposal, this effort will remain incomplete and
probably not very complex. I will attempt to take into account all the relevant military
events during Alexios Komnenos’ life and career in which he took personal part, but
only battles of Dyrrachion and Dristra will be explored in more detail in order to support my arguments. Other events over which Alexios Komnenos exercised only distant
control from Constantinople or elsewhere will not be discussed at all. Another significant
limitation derives from the fact that there is not enough space to compare extensively,
or to comment on, all Alexios Komnenos’ actions from the point of view of Byzantine
military manuals that were written during the period between the 7th and 11th Centuries
(e.g. Strategikon by Maurikios, Taktika by Leo VI the Wise, etc.).7 There exist only two
1

See Mullett – Smythe (1996).

2

Mullett (1996: p. 2), Frankopan (2007: p. 1).

3

Haldon (2001: p. 137), Birkenmeier (2002: p. 47), Mullett (1996: p. 2). There are also scholars that are
evidently less impressed with Alexios Komnenos’ military skills, or even doubt that his reign can be perceived as a success. See Treatgold (1995: p. 218).

4

G. Buckler’s evaluation is full of interesting details but it gives too much attention to the outward signs
and appearances connected with supreme military command and completely leaves out military capabilities. It is also quite obsolete by modern standards. See Buckler (1968: pp. 369–375).

5

Birkenmeier (2002: p. 80–84).

6

See for instance Haldon (2001: pp. 133–137), or Theotokis (2014: pp. 154–164).

7

See more Kolias (1997: p. 163). For the full overview of Byzantine military writings available today and
extant secondary literature connected with them see Hunger (1978: pp. 321–340).
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attempts so far to conduct such an analysis in direct connection to Alexios Komnenos,
but in my opinion their results remain rather inconclusive.8 One of the reasons is the
fact that there is no solid support in the narrative sources that Alexios Komnenos read
and subsequently acted on the battlefield in concordance with pieces of advice included
in such manuals.9 Therefore, my attempted evaluation will be based on a rather simple
win/lose criterion and Alexios Komnenos’ actions such as they are described in historical accounts with very few references relating to Byzantine military handbooks. Particularly in cases where Alexios Komnenos was allegedly responsible for a serious military
defeat I will try to determine what this emperor could really influence with his decisions
and therefore military actions at any given moment, and what factors could possibly play
important role in his decision making.

Alexios Komnenos’ Military Background
Alexios Komnenos (born probably in 1057)10 was an offspring of important Byzantine
family of Komnenoi.11 Most of the known male members of this family including its first
representative Manuel Komnenos Erotikos (born ca. 955/960–1020)12 chose to pursue
military career and Alexios Komnenos was no exception. His military education started
in earnest before he achieved the age of 14.13 During these first years he would follow
his older brother Isaakios (born ca. 1050).14 Military education of young Byzantine aristocrats comprised cavalry skills, using of bow and arrow, shield, lance, mace and fencing (and of course hunting). After mastering fighting techniques they were also usually
encouraged to acquire more practical knowledge through commanding small units15 and
imitating tactical and strategic decision-making of already seasoned and experienced
Byzantine generals.16 This could be basically achieved mostly through direct observation of their superior military commanders (which could be also their relatives; fathers,
8

Price (2005), Alexopoulos (2008–2012).

9

Anna Komnena mentions only once that her father read and used the treatise on military tactics by Claudius Aelianus. Alexias, p. 469. For possible other written sources of his military knowledge and skills see
Alexopoulos (2008–2012: pp. 51–52, n. 19). There exist few pieces of information that Byzantine emperors were storing, collecting, or even actually using various military handbooks. The most famous among
them were the emperors Konstantine VII Porphyrogennetos (945–959) and Basileios II the Bulgar Slayer
(976–1025). For further details and bibliography see Kolias (1997: pp. 158–159).

10

Βαρζός (1984: p. 87).

11

About the origins of this illustrious Byzantine family see Βαρζός (1984: pp. 25–26), Cheynet (1996:
pp. 218–219).

12

Βαρζός (1984: pp. 25, 38). See also Cheynet (2006: p. 6).

13

It was at the age of 14 when a young Byzantine aristocrat would usually participate in his first military
campaign. See Βαρζός (1984: p. 62, n. 4).

14

Alexias, p. 12.

15

This is how the military education of Alexios’ father John and his uncle Isaakios is described by Nikephoros Bryennios, see Bryen., pp. 75–77.

16

Haldon (2001: p. 63).
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uncles, older brothers, etc.) while taking part in military campaigns, or through reading
military handbooks, which besides tactical maneuvers and unit formations also included
descriptions of famous battles of the Greek and Roman past.17 There is no doubt that
young Alexios was exposed to similar military education during his formative years together with his oldest brother Manuel Komnenos (born ca. 1045)18, who was promoted
to the rank of kouropalatēs and became domestikos of the East (also second in command
after the emperor) in 1070 as a logical role model to imitate. After Manuel died prematurely in the spring of 107119, Alexios was more than enthusiastic about joining the ranks
of the army, but the emperor Romanos IV Diogenes (1068–1071) prevented his participation in the fateful Mantzikert campaign because of his young age (Alexios was only 14
at that time)20 and probably also because of his still unfinished and therefore inadequate
military education and training. Alexios Komnenos did not have to wait very long in
order to see real combat action, because only two years after the Mantzikert campaign
he was finally allowed to fight the Seljuk Turks in Kappadokia. From this moment on his
combat record becomes impressive. Since this campaign of 1073 led by Alexios’ older
brother Isaakios until Alexios’ natural death in 1118 Alexios Komnenos participated in
person in more than 21 military campaigns in total and was at the head of the Byzantine
army in at least 12 field battles (not to mention numerous skirmishes)21, a fair number
of which deeply affected the course of the Byzantine history. His military career can be
divided into three subsequent periods: 1) 1073–1081, 2) 1081–1095, and 3) 1095–1118.
The initial period is marked with successes against several military capable rebels against
the imperial rule (Rousell of Bailleul, Nikephoros Bryennios and Basilakios).22 The second period after his successful bid for imperial throne is known for some of his worst
military failures and the third period starting with the arrival of the crusaders is again
highlighted by renewed military victories.

Alexios I Komnenos as a military commander
While there can be little doubt about the quality of Alexios Komnenos’ military skills
before his ascension to the imperial throne in 1081, it is difficult to understand what
17

For example the Tactica by Claudius Aelianus, which was also read by Alexios Komnenos (see note 9
above), included descriptions of several famous battles of the ancient past (e.g. battle of Leuktra, battle
of Mantinea, battle of Cannae, etc.). Ael., pp. 173–185. Byzantine elite was familiar with many ancient
military histories and deeds of famous generals, see for instance Alexias, p. 12. It was an integral part of
their cultural Romano-Byzantine heritage.

18

Βαρζός (1984: pp. 61–64).

19

Bryen., p. 103, Alexias, p. 11, Βαρζός (1984: p. 63).

20

Alexias, p. 11; Frankopan (2012: p. 34).

21

This estimate is based on the lecture of three main Byzantine written sources for Alexios Komnenos’
reign, Hylē historias by Nikeforos Bryennios, Epitomē historiōn by John Zonaras, and finally Alexiad by Anna
Komnena.

22

Frankopan (2012: pp. 33–34). Since this period took place before Alexios Komnenos ascension to imperial throne, it will not be discussed further.
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exactly went wrong during the first decade of his reign. Serious, almost catastrophic military defeats at Dyrrachion (1081)23 and Dristra (1087)24 are the most famous examples of
Alexios Komnenos’ failures and will be discussed below. In both cases, it was undoubtedly
Alexios Komnenos alone who had the overall command over Byzantine units and, therefore, at the first glance it would seem that whatever military skills he had prior to 1081,
they were no longer available to him after this date. In fact, he did the exact opposite
of the expectations the Byzantine elites placed in him when he was allowed to organize
his bid for imperial throne. Since the assumption that Alexios Komnenos’ military skills
somehow deteriorated practically overnight is absurd, the main part of our discussion
about this emperor as a military commander will be dedicated to possible explanations
of Alexios’ military failures at Dyrrachion and Dristra (as the most obvious examples)
during the first decade of his reign. Moreover, Alexios Komnenos “regained” his capabilities as a military commander after 1091 when he managed to inflict a heavy defeat
to the Pechenegs in the battle of Lebounion. Thus, this period will not be explored in
detail in our final discussion.
The most spectacular and one of the earliest blunders that Alexios Komnenos suffered as the Byzantine emperor and supreme commander of the Byzantine army was the
defeat from the hands of the Norman duke Robert Guiscard in the battle of Dyrrachion
(18th October 1081). Most modern commentators agree that the battle was lost because
of general bad cohesion of Byzantine units25 and more specifically because at one point
Alexios Komnenos lost control over his key units (Varangian guard).26 Nevertheless, this
kind of failure can happen even to the most talented military commander and does not
mean that such and such general is unfit for the battle command. In order to learn about
Alexios Komnenos’ qualities as a military commander one has to ask another crucial
question which has been addressed less intensively than the previous questions. We must
ask why Alexios Komnenos decided to engage the Normans head-on in the first place
(direct approach) when he could just block the mountain passes to the interior, use the
Venetians to cut-off the Norman naval communications and let them starve as he did later against Bohemund (indirect approach).27 In the Alexiad, Anna Komnena attempts to
minimize the blame for this decision placed on her father by describing a war council of
her father and his military commanders that took place before the battle during which
the decision to attack finally materialized.28 But her attempt to put the blame for instant

23

Modern city of Durrës in Albania.

24

Today Silistra in Bulgaria.

25

Haldon (2001: p. 135), Theotokis (2014: p. 157), Bünemann (1997: pp. 126–127).

26

See Haldon (2001: p. 135), Birkenmeier (2002: p. 63), Theotokis (2014: p. 161). This argument is based on
Anna Komnena’s description of fateful Varangian charge during the battle during which they detached
themselves from the ranks of the Byzantine battle formation, and then they were cut-off, surrounded,
and finally exterminated by the advancing Normans. Alexias, p. 134. On Varangian guard in general see
Blöndal (1978). See also text below.

27

This is also a course of action that is recommended in Byzantine military manuals, see Kekaumenos, p. 95.

28

Alexias, pp. 129–130.
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attack on some of the Alexios’ younger commanders is in fact misleading because it was
Alexios Komnenos as the supreme commander who had the last word.29
From modern comments one can gain the impression that this decision was at least
foolhardy from the very start (it is also presented as the result of Alexios’ young age
and relative inexperience30), because Robert Guiscard’s Normans were better equipped,
trained, motivated and experienced, and enjoyed numerical superiority.31 In contrast,
in their minds the Byzantine units marked by disarray caused by one decade of civil
wars32 were rather disorganized, composed of unreliable mercenaries of various origins, domestic Byzantine units were less battle-worthy, and surely not in the position to
withstand the formidable charge of Norman heavy cavalry.33 I argue that the reality was
slightly different. In fact, it seems that it was Alexios Komnenos who enjoyed superiority
in numbers over Norman invaders. According to modern estimates, the Byzantine emperor could muster as much as 18–20,000 men for the campaign in Epirus.34 The core of
the Byzantine army were, apart from elite guard units from the Byzantine capital35, the
Western tagmata from the Balkans36, also units which were in fact the least affected by
the post-Mantzikert negative developments. The Norman army most probably counted
of only 15,000 men37, from which, according to written sources, only 1,300 were battlehardened knights (heavy cavalry).38 The rest of the men were recent peasant recruits
from all over of southern Italy39, Salerno militias40, mercenaries and knights belonging
to personal retinues of other Norman barons (as well as a handful of adventurers from
29

Although with some restrictions. See note 56 below.

30

Angold (1997: p. 132). Although M. Angold mentions Alexios Komnenos’ foolhardiness in connection
with later campaign against the Pechenegs in 1087 he attributes it to his “early years” thus also including
campaign of Dyrrachion in 1081.

31

For instance see Haldon (2002: p. 134). This traditional view derives from Anna Komnena’s statement
that the Norman host comprised 30,000 men. See Alexias, p. 51.

32

Dawson – McBride (2007: p. 7).

33

Heath – McBride (1979: p. 30), Birkenmeier (2002: p. 57).

34

Haldon (2001: p. 134). J. Birkenmeier and J.-C. Cheynet are suggesting even higher figure between 20,000
and 25,000 men. Birkenmeier (2002: p. 62), Cheynet (1995: p. 331). R. D’Amato made an assumption that
Alexios Komnenos had as much as 50,000 men (!). D’Amato – Rava (2010: p. 9).

35

Varangian Guard, Exkoubitai and Bestiaritai. Haldon (2002: p. 134).

36

Among the units were the tagmata from Macedonia and Thrace, and Thessalonica (Thessaly). Alexias, p.
126, Haldon (2001: p. 134).

37

Orderic Vitalis records some 10,000 men in Robert Guiscard’s invading forces see Ord Vit., p. 16. Anna
Komnena states that the Normans used to transport the whole host from Apulia to Epirus on board of
150 ships. Each ship could carry 200 soldiers. This would mean that the Norman host comprised 30,000
men - a figure Anna Komnena indeed presents in the Alexiad. See Alexias, pp. 50–51, Buckler (1968: p.
356). However, not all 150 vessels were transports, some 50 were galleys. Guil. Apul., p. 214. This would
decrease the maximum number of Norman soldiers transported to Epirus down to 20,000, but this number was probably even more reduced, given the fact that Anna Komnena usually tends to exaggerate. All
in all, 15,000 is a plausible estimate for the strength of the whole Norman army.

38

Malaterra, p. 583.

39

Ord Vit., p. 16, Guil. Apul., p. 210.

40

See Eads (2005: p. 85).
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the kingdom of France and Normandy41) and even sailors from the Norman fleet.42 In
particular, the battle-worthiness of fresh recruits from Apulia mentioned above or the
sailors inexperienced in land warfare, which probably composed a very large proportion
of the entire Norman infantry, was surely very low. Furthermore, the loyalty of some
units under Robert Guiscard’s command was far from being unconditional, for example
the already mentioned militia from Salerno43, or armed retinue of count Amicus II of
Giovinazzo.44
I believe that Alexios Komnenos knew all of this about his adversaries, and probably
even more than the bits of information preserved until our times. His use of spies and
various intelligence tricks throughout the war against the Normans and during his whole
reign is well documented.45 This conclusion becomes even more corroborated if we follow closely the precautions Alexios Komnenos was taking before the battle itself. As they
were not as discussed in such a detail as the battle of Dyrrachion itself by most of the historians they merit our closer attention. First, it is known that byzantine troops were approaching from the direction of the so-called Kakē pleura and the valley of the Charzanes
river (today Erzen in Albania). Alexios Komnenos did not advance as far as Dyrrachion
first and let his soldiers to build a camp some 9 km from the besieged city.46 From there
he sent an embassy to Robert Guiscard47 (which constitutes a sound proof that by this
moment Alexios Komnenos already knew the exact location of the Norman camp). In
order to keep his adversary in the dark about the exact strength and position of his own
forces Alexios Komnenos moved on 15th October 1081 his entire army to a new position
some 6 km south from Dyrrachion on the main road leading from Dyrrachion to Valona
(Aulon).48 The new location close to the church of St. Nicolas49 had several major advantages; the Byzantines could directly observe the besieged city, they also could get easily
in touch with allied Venetian navy units (sea shore was only a little distance away)50, and
they also blocked the only overland communication route of Robert Guiscard with the
rest of his troops occupying the southern parts of Epirus (Valona, Butrinto, etc.). From
41

Ord Vit., p. 16.

42

Guil. Apul., p. 224.

43

Robert Guiscard took Salerno only in 1077, so the loyalty of troops from this principality was at least
questionable. According to one theory, the participation of Guiscard’s wife Sichelgaita in this campaign
was a means to ensure the supervision of Salernitan troops who would be more loyal to her (as a member
of Salernitan princely family) than to her husband. Eads (2005: p. 84–85).

44

His presence in the Norman host is very peculiar. Count Amicus II of Giovinazzo (or Molfetta) was one
of the Norman counts led by count Jordan of Capua that rebelled against Robert Guiscard only months
before the start of the Epirus campaign (in 1079–1080). See Chalandon (1907: pp. 252–253).

45

See for instance Buckler (1968: pp. 390–391). For contrary opinion concerning use of spies and scouts by
Alexios Komnenos see Theotokis (2014: pp. 154–155).

46

Alexias, p. 129. For more information about this area see Ducellier (1981: p. 16).

47

Alexias, p. 129.

48

Today Vlorë in Albania.

49

Alexias, p. 129. The localization of Byzantine camp was described in detail and identified by A. Ducellier,
see Ducellier (1981: p. 35). See also Bünemann (1997: p. 122).

50

Alexias, p. 129.
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this position Alexios Komnenos devised an ingenious battle plan according to which
the more numerous Byzantine troops would launch a surprise attack on Norman camp
under the walls of Dyrrachion from three different directions shortly before the dawn of
18th October 1081.51 Only a mysteriously gained foreknowledge about this plan saved the
Normans from almost certain defeat when Robert Guiscard suddenly led his army out of
the camp to a new location close to the church of St. Theodore where the decisive battle
was finally fought on 18th October 1081.52 It is therefore clear that Alexios Komnenos
did not foolhardily attack the Normans head-on, but before the battle he did as much as
possible to maximize chances for Byzantine victory.
Thus, Alexios Komnenos’ decision to engage the Normans does not seem to have
been such a fatal mistake as some commentators of the battle of Dyrrachion usually
imply. Alexios Komnenos seemed to enjoy numerical advantage, he approached with his
forces in a very controlled and cautious manner, and he most probably had a very sound
tactical plan for the forthcoming confrontation.53 Moreover, as was mentioned above,
the Norman troops were in no way monolithic, and in fact with their various degree
of battle-readiness, combat value and loyalty issues mirrored Alexios Komnenos’ own
forces (as in any other typical medieval army). There are also some important additional reasons why Alexios Komnenos might have felt induced to engage the Normans
in pitched field battle. The first was local and strategic and the second was actually of
political nature. The Byzantine emperor was clearly worried about the situation of the
besieged city of Dyrrachion. Prior to the battle, its commander – Georgios Palaiologos
– kept sending messages about Robert Guiscard’s progresses and composition of his
host.54 The loss of such a commanding outpost would greatly play into the hands of the
Normans and massively damage the interests of the Byzantines.55 The latter reason was
connected with the fact that Alexios Komnenos became the emperor only very recently,
having the task to protect the Empire. As a “miraculously” capable general he was supposed to achieve a very significant victory over the Normans quickly, in a similar way he
managed to defeat rebellious generals before 1081. If Alexios Komnenos opted to use indirect approach and blockade the Normans in Epirus, this strategy would have probably
ended the war in 1081 or 1082 (as was the case later against Bohemund in 1107/1108),
but would not bring him any really quick and spectacular victory. This is possibly the
main reason why Alexios Komnenos decided to face the Normans in battle, not because
he was young, hot-headed, or inexperienced. Byzantine emperor simply opted for calculated risk and hoped for rapid success that would strengthen his position as the supreme
51

Alexias, p. 132, Haldon (2002, p. 134), Theotokis (2014: p. 155).

52

Guil. Apul., p. 224; Malaterra, p. 584. Reasons of this surprising action of Robert Guiscard remain a mystery until today. Historians mostly suppose an information leak from the Byzantine camp, infiltration of
Byzantine camp by Norman spies (Birkenmeier (2002: p. 63), or an act of treason committed by one of
the Byzantine allies.

53

Again the decisions and steps taken by Alexios Komnenos are in line with general recommendations for
such a situation in various Byzantine military manuals, see for example Kekaumenos, p. 55.

54

Alexias, p. 122.

55

Birkenmeier (2002: p. 63). On importance of Dyrrachion see Ducellier (1981: pp. 3–4, 26–27).
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ruler in Constantinople and on the battlefield.56 But in this case, his usual luck abandoned him, his troops lost cohesion and the Byzantines were defeated.
As for the exposure of his own troops to the decisive charge of heavy Norman cavalry
that is usually represented as one of the most important mistakes Alexios Komnenos
committed during the battle of Dyrrachion57, there is need for more explanation. Although Alexios Komnenos did acquire some experience with Norman mercenaries during early stages of his military career (e.g. suppressing Roussel of Bailleul’s rebellion
and that of Nikephoros Bryennios), it paradoxically did not involve much of first-hand
experience of heavy Norman cavalry charge on the battlefield. In 1075–1076 Alexios
Komnenos was fighting the Normans by harassing small groups of Norman mercenaries
by using indirect tactics and did not meet them in pitched battle.58 Only in 1078 during
the battle of Kalavryai59 his own army comprised a several hundred strong detachment
of Frankish (meaning Norman) cavalry from south Italy60 and the opposing forces of
Nikephoros Bryennios also included another Norman cavalry unit known as Maniakatoi
Latinoi.61 Subsequently this would be his first experience with Norman heavy cavalry
tactics, but paradoxically it would not prepare him for situation he encountered later
during the battle of Dyrrachion, because in 1078 he had at his disposal his own Norman
cavalry force to counter the attack of the opposing heavy cavalry charge. This means that
in the heat of the battle under the walls of Dyrrachion Alexios Komnenos’ shortcoming
was the direct consequence of the fact that even though he probably was in the position
to envisage the effect the heavy cavalry charge would have on his troops, the lack of
similar unit in his own formation did not allow him to counter this threat in the best way
possible. He had to rely on his Varangians and their shield-wall instead.62 But even here
56

It is worth noting that Alexios Komnenos’ position as the undisputed supreme military commander was
very fragile during his first campaign as emperor. Under his command there were other high-ranking aristocrats closely associated with imperial power (hence with almost as strong claim to the imperial throne or
better than Alexios Komnenos himself) that could have easily assumed the same position if he failed, such
as Alexios’ brother-in-law kaisar Nikephoros Melissenos (and his very recent opponent in the struggle for
the imperial throne), porphyrogennētos Leo Diogenes (son of the emperor Romanos IV Diogenes), porphyrogennētos Konstantine (Konstantios) Doukas (younger brother of the emperor Michael VII Doukas and
son of the emperor Konstantine X Doukas), and Nikephoros Synadenos, nephew of yet another emperor
Nikephoros III Botaneiates. See Alexias, pp. 130, 132. This is also another reason why Alexios Komnenos
decided to gather his war council on the eve of the battle, because he could not ignore opinions of such
important figures.

57

For instance see Haldon (2001: p. 137).

58

Bryen., p. 185.

59

Today Gelivre in Turkey.

60

Bryen., p. 265, Tobias (1979: p. 198), Haldon (2001: p. 128).

61

Bryen., p. 267, Haldon (2001: p. 128). This unit was named after general Georgios Maniakes who rebelled
against the emperor Konstantine IX Monomachos (1042–1055) in 1042. It was composed of Norman mercenaries from south of Italy. Kühn (1991: p. 258), Birkenmeier (2002: p. 75), Shepard (1993, pp. 283–284,
n. 38).

62

Theotokis (2014: p. 218). Although there is one tactical measure taken by Alexios Komnenos before the
battle of Dyrrachion that can be interpreted as a possible attempt to meet the Norman cavalry charge and
repel it. It was the deployment of archers and light infantry behind the shield-wall of the Varangian guard.
See Haldon (2001: pp. 134–135).
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the main reason why Norman heavy cavalry was finally able to crush the center of the
Byzantine battle formation was the rather hot-headed advance of the Varangian Guard
whose members instead of protecting the Byzantine front with its famous shield-wall
started an ill-fated pursuit of the fleeing Norman right wing under count Amicus II of
Giovinazzo.63 Only after they were drawn away from their position Robert Guiscard was
able to order his knights to attack and thus to win the whole battle.
Another military failure within the scope of the defeat at Dyrrachion in 1081 that
needs to be discussed in more detail is the campaign against the Pechenegs in Paradounavon (and the battle of Dristra in particular) in 1087.64 This campaign and this
particular battle are less-known to modern historians than the battle of Dyrrachion,
although recently there have been some very exciting discoveries and also the actual
location of the battlefield was determined by Bulgarian archeologists.65 During this campaign Alexios Komnenos basically managed to cripple his entire army which had been
only recently renewed after the losses suffered during the war against the Normans.
Especially the losses in the ranks of the Byzantine cavalry during and after the battle of
Dristra were so severe that the Pechenegs were able to raid Byzantine territories south
of the Haemus in the aftermath of the battle without any constraint – there was no one
to stop them.66 The exact ratio of losses in this battle is extremely hard to estimate, but
surely it was higher than at Dyrrachion against the Normans. The entire Byzantine army
numbered ca. 15,000 men at Dristra.67 The Pechenegs were more numerous than the
Normans; moreover, they were more persistent in pursuing the routed Byzantines than
the Normans after Alexios Komnenos’ army ranks broke and the soldiers started to flee.
Anna Komnena mentions groups of soldiers being encircled and then taken prisoner
or killed.68 Many high-ranking officers (e.g. kaisar Nikephoros Melissenos Alexios Komnenos’s brother-in-law69) were also captured and Alexios Komnenos only barely escaped
the same fate.70
This failure is difficult to understand given the fact mentioned above that Alexios
Komnenos was familiar with nomadic warfare from the very start of his military career.
As such he should have been able to foresee the movements of his adversaries and to
avoid confrontation under conditions favoring the enemy. Yet again, as in the case of the
defeat at Dyrrachion, a set of questions arises: what were the motives for Alexios Komnenos to attack the Pechenegs and was this the reason why the whole campaign failed?
How was Alexios Komnenos responsible for this failure? Before it is possible to answer
these questions the strategic situation of the summer of 1087 needs to be explained
63
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briefly in regard to the Pechenegs. There seems to be two separate major groups of the
Pechenegs in the Balkans between 1053 and 1087.71 The former group was located in the
Byzantine province of Paradounavon. The Paradounavon Pechenegs were under loose
Byzantine control until 1074. After 1074, they took over Paradounavon and their leader
Tatous replaced the Byzantine stratēgos in Dristra as exarchōn.72 At first, the Pechenegs
were interested in peaceful coexistence with the Byzantines, but the fluid situation on
the Lower Danube and the overall political crisis in the Empire pushed them to a series of attacks against Byzantine territories south of the Haemus (1077/1078–1086).73
The latter group is represented by the Pechenegs living in the lands north of the river
Danube. They appear to have been divided into two separate groupings. Prior to 1085,
the group led by a certain Kutesk was seriously weakened by their involvement in exHungarian king Salomon’ (1057–1074) unsuccessful attempt to recuperate the Hungarian throne. Salomon then moved to the second group, which was led by the ruler named
Tzelgu and, probably at Salomon’s instigation, Tzelgu’s Pechenegs attacked Byzantium
in the spring of 1087.74 This attack was a complete failure and Tzelgu, together with
Salomon, were killed along with many Pecheneg warriors.75 As a consequence, in the
early summer of 1087, the only Pecheneg group strong enough to pose any threat to the
Byzantines was that of the Paradounavon Pechenegs.
That, at least, seems to be the conclusion reached by Emperor Alexios Komnenos.
With the Pechenegs north of the Danube out of his way, Alexios was probably convinced
that the time had come to attack and finish off the last Pecheneg group resisting the
restoration of the Byzantine power in the Balkans, namely the Paradounavon Pechenegs.
He certainly felt that with one swift and powerful strike, while the Pechenegs were in
disarray, he would be able to rectify the mistakes of the previous Byzantine emperors
since the reign of Konstantine IX Monomachos (1042–1055). Anna Komnena, at least,
attributes such a line of reasoning to her father.76 And again, although Alexios Komnenos was the only decision maker during this campaign, Anna Komnena describes in
detail another military council where the attack against the Pechenegs in Paradounavon
was discussed. And it was again Alexios’ decision alone that set this fateful campaign into
motion.77 Emperor’s firm determination to definitely finish off the Pechenegs is shown
in his subsequent military preparations, which were meticulously executed. His main
strategic objective was Dristra – the heart of the Pecheneg power in Paradounavon.78
In order to cut off the Pechenegs from any help that might come from the lands north
of the river, the emperor dispatched the Byzantine fleet upstream through the Danube
71
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delta.79 Meanwhile, he brought army units from almost the entire western half of the
Empire, first to Adrianople (now Edirne in Turkey) and then to Lardea80, and submitted
them to intense military training in order to increase their cohesion and battle readiness.81
It is now clear that what was the main mistake committed by Alexios Komnenos during this campaign was not its actual execution, which was almost in total accordance
with earlier Byzantine military manuals, or a relative degree of inexperience of some of
his only recently recruited troops which were performing particularly well during the
entire campaign, but his overall optimistic estimation of the strategic situation before the
campaign. Alexios Komnenos believed that the Pechenegs of Paradounavon were weak,
disorganized and isolated. To a certain degree this was true, but what Alexios Komnenos
failed to take into account was the fact that the Pechenegs still largely outnumbered his
own forces. In this case, the Byzantine spies probably did not work with their usual effectiveness to the detriment of the Byzantines who did not know until the very last moment
how many Pechenegs they will have to face in battle. Thus, the sight of another big mass
(up to 36,000 warriors according to Anna Komnena, which is clearly an exaggeration)82
of Pecheneg reinforcements approaching the battle field after the Byzantine soldiers
were fighting valiantly near Dristra since the morning until early afternoon was a fatal
blow to their morale and the Byzantines broke formations and started to run.83 Not even
the demonstration of Emperor’s personal courage (who sprang in front of his panicking soldiers in order to bolster their wavering morale) could stop Byzantine units from
fleeing.84 All in all, Alexios Komnenos’ decision to fight the Pechenegs was from the
military point of view a very sound and logical one, but the Byzantines failed to gather
intelligence prior to the battle and this resulted into heavy defeat.85
Once again, in the aftermath of the battle of Dristra, Alexios Komnenos was obliged
to switch from direct to indirect approach and to very intense and shrewd use of long
distance diplomacy, which eventually brought about an alliance with another powerful
group of steppe nomads – the Cumans.86 Before the Byzantino-Cuman military alliance
finally materialized in the spring of 1091, Alexios Komnenos had to rely solely on his
own shaken forces. He avoided battles and only attempted to harass his enemies whenever a propitious opportunity arose. His personal presence in Thrace during the years
1088–1091 clearly shows that the very survival of the Empire was at stake.87 Alexios Kom79
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nenos also became extremely cautious, even paranoid, about the safeguarding of his own
troops during this period. This stance is clearly demonstrated by his actions prior to the
battle of Lebounion in Thrace88, where Alexios Komnenos was taking care in person
about choosing the right location for the camp of his troops and its safety in case the
Pechenegs (but also his unreliable Cuman allies) suddenly attacked. He also relocated
the whole army several times, so as its position remained undetected by Pecheneg scouts.
And finally he was very hesitant about risking everything in the pitched battle against
the Pechenegs and was actually forced to join in by his more warlike Cuman allies led
by khans Togortag and Boniak.89 This is understandable as he could not afford to lose
them – there were practically no more reserves except of hiring foreign mercenaries.
There is another question connected with our attempt to understand whether Alexios
Komnenos was or was not a good military commander. I assumed that he had some part
in the failure in the battle of Dyrrachion and the battle of Dristra; in his former encounter he did not immediately recognize the danger of Norman heavy cavalry charge, and
during the latter he most probably failed to acquire proper reports on the strength of his
opponent. A bad or average military commander usually repeats his mistakes because
he is unable to learn from his bad decisions. Did Alexios Komnenos repeat his own mistakes or did he learn from them? Is it possible to track any hint of improvement of his
military skills over time? I believe that in the case of dealing with the Norman cavalry
charge it is possible to discern such an improvement. At Dyrrachion in 1081 Alexios
Komnenos was rather unprepared for what the Norman knights could unleash upon his
troops. Once Alexios Komnenos acquired first-hand experience of such attacks, he attempted to avoid it at all cost during next engagements, or even counter it with various
measures, although firstly without success (e.g. in the battle of Joannina and probably
Arta in which the Byzantines were defeated).90 Only when he chose to return to his own
tactics of indirect approach, for which he became famous before 1081, the Normans
suffered their first defeat in a series of encounters and skirmishes in the vicinity of Larissa in April 1083.91 According to both Byzantine and Norman written sources Alexios
Komnenos divided his army comprising units of infantry and light cavalry including
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7,000 Seljuk horse archers92 and other Turkish mercenaries (probably the Uzes)93 into
two parts, and used one led by Nikephoros Melissenos and Basileios Kourtikios to lure
away the Norman heavy cavalry led by Bohemund far from the Norman camp94 which he
subsequently attacked and destroyed with the rest of his troops.95 The Norman baggage
train, supplies and siege machines fell into the hands of the Byzantines96 and even when
the following encounters around Larissa were rather inconclusive, the loss of the camp
forced Bohemund to withdraw within a short time span and thus to recognize his first
serious defeat. Also later in Alexios Komnenos’ reign the western heavy cavalry charge
represented a well-known feature to him and, therefore, he was able to counter it (or
to avoid it) with success. The most significant example of this understanding represents
the campaign against Bohemund in Epirus in 1107/1108. The Normans were simply
not allowed to use their supreme heavy cavalry tactics this time and they lost the whole
campaign.
In the case of the battle of Dristra, the conclusion is less straightforward. Although
Anna Komnena describes this campaign in detail, she does not mention spies and scouts
that must have accompanied the Byzantine army at all. I have already mentioned that
Alexios Komnenos usually used such troops rather extensively throughout his entire
reign (and even before his ascension to the imperial throne).97 This means that there
were probably other reasons that were beyond his personal control why his scouts failed
to collect necessary pieces of information. It is possible only to speculate what went
wrong. Anna Komnena mentions repeatedly that since the crossing of the Haemus the
Pechenegs were constantly harassing every Byzantine soldier that left the relative safety
of the Byzantine army marching formation or marching camp, when the Byzantines
stopped for night. She only refers to soldiers that were trying to get some fodder for
horses and pack animals98, but it is not improbable that actual spies were among them
that were attempting to do their job. They failed to perform it because of the strong Pecheneg presence in the area. What is sure from the description of later campaigns (after
1087) of Alexios Komnenos against highly mobile nomadic opponents (the Pechenegs,
the Cumans, and the Seljuk Turks) is the fact that he mostly seemed to enjoy rather good
knowledge about their movements and whereabouts which he subsequently used to his
own advantage.99 Thus, it seems that the campaign against the Pechenegs in Paradou92
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navon in 1087 represents an exception, rather than a rule, another stroke of bad luck,
rather than blatant incompetence on Alexios Komnenos’ part.

According to what has been mentioned above I am convinced that Alexios Komnenos
was an outstanding and talented military commander. Since the early stages of his military career he was showing personal courage in close combat, tactical awareness and
even broader strategic thinking thanks to which he outshone all his peers and even some
of his elders. With a few notable exceptions discussed above he was able to win most
of the campaigns, battles and skirmishes when in command. He campaigned throughout his life, and at the time of his death in 1118 the Byzantine Empire was secure and
prosperous again. In fact, it would be unnatural if he won all battles during his career.
There are many examples of brilliant military commanders in history of mankind who
are still considered military geniuses in spite of the fact that they suffered severe defeats
(e.g. Hannibal, Attilla, Belisarios, Herakleios, Napoleon or Erwin Rommel). In fact some
authors imply that an outstanding military commander has to prove his worth by his capability to overcome the effect of a recent defeat and thus enhance his experience in the
art of war.100 I think therefore, that the most serious defeats in the battles of Dyrrachion
and Dristra do not prove bad or mediocre military command on Alexios Komnenos’
part. They only show that Alexios Komnenos was a product of his own time. Beyond
what was discussed above it is also worth noting that Alexios Komnenos’ military education started in the period of decline of the Byzantine military power. The last truly large
Byzantine army was gathered in the summer of 1071 and it was defeated by the Seljuk
Turks at Mantzikert. Therefore, it was impossible for Alexios Komnenos (or indeed
for any other equally or more talented Byzantine general of his generation) to acquire
crucial experience how to lead large armies in a campaign. Before the first great test
of his military skills under the walls of Dyrrachion in 1081, Alexios Komnenos did not
lead a force larger than usual several hundred or thousand men. If we believe modern
scholars he was leading probably 5,500 but in any case no more than 6,500 men during
the battle of Kalavryai in 1078.101 At Dyrrachion his army was more than three times as
large, at least 20,000 strong. Second time he was leading a similarly large force of 15,000
soldiers in the campaign against the Pechenegs in 1087. He was defeated in the battle of
Dristra. To effectively lead such a force requires solid military experience which cannot
be replaced by a mere talent and flawless theoretical knowledge. Thus, even in spite of
the two serious defeats, Alexios Komnenos’ military record counts among the best during the entire history of the Byzantine Empire.
location and directions in advance and deployed his troops accordingly. See Alexias, p. 285 (memathēkoi),
287 (memathēkoi, mathoien, mematēkotōn).
100 Kolias (1997: p. 162).
101 Haldon (2001: p. 128).
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